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Abst rac t - -Th is  work deals with the stabilization and control of a system which is composed of 
a disk rolling on a plane, a translatmnal joint attached along the disk's axis, and a controlled rod 
that moves along the translational joint (see F]gures 1 and 2) The disk's motion is controlled by 
the moving rod, a "directional control" moment, and a pedalling moment It is shown here that by 
applying a kind of inverse dynamms control, the motion of the dmk is stabihzed, while simultaneously 
controlling its speed and dzrectlon m such a manner that the point of contact between the disk and 
the horizontal plane will be able asymptotmally to track any given smooth ground trajectory @ 2005 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This work  deals with the stabilization and control of a system which is composed of a disk rolling 
on a plane, a translational joint attached along the disk's axis, and a controlled rod that moves 
along the translational joint (see Figures 1 and 2). 
The  control and guidance of the mot ion of a disk rolling on a horizontal plane is dealt with 
in [1-4]. In these works, it is assumed that the mot ion of the disk is controlled by a "side 
inclination" moment  and a pedalling moment .  
In [5,6], a rotor is mounted on the disk in two different configurations, one is described m [5] 
and the other in [6]. In both cases, it is shown that the torque applied to the rotor induces a 
"tilting moment" on the disk's motion. 
Furthermore, the modelhng and control of the motion of a disk rolling on the horizontal plane 
by using two overhead rotors is described in [7,8]. 
This work explores the possibility of controlling the motion of a rolling disk by using a rod 
moving along a translational joint, in a configuration described above, a "directional moment", 
and a pedalling moment. The generation of the "directional moment" is not discussed here. By 
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Figure 1. Front view of the system 
Figure 2. The vmw of the translatlonM joint and the moving rod. 
applying a kind of inverse dynamics control, a procedure is proposed for the design of torques to 
be applied to the pedalhng mechanism, and to the "directional" mechanism, respectively, and a 
force to be applied to the moving rod, such that the disk's motion will be stabilized (the disk's 
plane will be vertical to the horizontal plane), while simultaneously controlling its speed and 
direction in such a manner that the point of contact between the disk and the horizontal plane 
will be able asymptotically to track any given smooth ground trajectory. 
2. DYNAMICAL  MODEL 
This work deals with the stabilization and control of a disk-translational joint-moving rod 
system (DTJMR) as described above. The disk is rolling without slipping on the horizontal 
(X, Y)-plane. Let I, J, and K be unit vectors along an interial (X,Y, Z)-coordinate system. 
Denote by k, 
k = sin 0 cos ¢I + sin 0 sin CJ + cos OK, (1) 
a unit vector along the axis of the dmk Then, the vectors i0 and i¢, given by i0 = ~0 k and 
0~ Ok i v = (1/sin s~¢ are at all times in the plane of the disk. Note that the translational joint is 
attached along k and the rod moves along k (see Figures 1 and 2). 
2.1. The Angular Velocity Vectors 
Define the following vectors, i and j, 
i = cos ~bi0 + sin ¢i¢, j = - sin ¢i0 + cos ¢i¢, (2) 
which are always in the plane of the disk. 
Hence, it can be shown (see for example [1]), that COD, the vector angular velocity of the disk 
is given by 
WD = aJDli -I- COD2j d- a;D3k = WDzI d- CODyJ -4- WDzK, (3) 
where 
dO d¢ 
a,~D1 ~- ~ sin~) -- -~  s in0 cos ~b, 
dO de 
0302 ~- -~  COS ¢ + -~- Sin 0 sin ~/3, 
~DS = -~- + cos 0, 
(41 
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and 
dO 
wD~ = sin 0 cos ~ -- -~ sin ~, 
do 
WDy = sin 0 sin ¢ + -~- cos ¢, 
woz = -~ + cos O. 
In the same manner, wp, the vector angular velocity of the translational joint is given by 
(5) 
OJp = wp lk  + cop2i0 -b wpa i¢ ,  (6) 
where, by using the relations, 
dk di0 di_~¢ = . 
d-T = wp x k, d-~ = wp x io, dt Cop x 1¢, (7) 
it follows that 
do 
02p1 : COS O, ~P2 = -- sin 0, wp3 = d--i" (8) 
Denote by PT, the translational moving rod whose center of mass is denoted by C8, see 
Figure 2. Also, let 
WpT = WPT lk  + WpT2iO 4- WPTai¢, (9) 
be the angular velomty vector of PT Thus, by applying the same procedure as above, it follows 
that 
de dO 
02pT 1 = CO8 0, ~dpT 2= -- -~ sin 0, 02pT 3 = -'~. (10) 
Thus, here, 0, ¢, ¢ are playing the following roles: 0 is the leaning angle of the disk, that is, the 
angle between the &sk's axis and the Z-axls where for 0 = ~r/2 the plane of the disk is vertical to 
the (X, Y)-plane, i¢ represents the direction of the disk, and ~ represents the angle of rotation 
of the disk about its axis. 
2.2 The Displacement Velocity Vectors 
Let ro denote the center of the disk, and let rCB denote the point CB, that is, the center of 
mass of the moving rod PT. Then, 
ro = xI + yJ + zK, rcB = ro + r/k, (11) 
where 
- (Lo + Lp) < • < Lp + Lo 
Here, 2Lp denotes the length of the translational joint and 2Lo denotes the length of the moving 
rod. Thus, 
tires [~ (dO. de )] 
Vcs= d----~=vo+ k+r /  -~,o+-~sinOi¢ , (12) 
where 
dro dx I ~t dZK 
vo= dt =dt  + J + dt " 
Hence, equations (12) and (13) imply 
+ [\dt] + sin2e +2 (vo,k) 
2 dO + r/~-~ (vo, i0} + 2~]~ sme (vo, i¢}, 
(13) 
(14) 
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where (a, b) denotes the mner product between the vectors a and b, v~B = (vcu, VCB}, and 
dx dy dz 
(vo, k} = ~-~ sin 0 cos ¢ + ~-/sin 0 sm¢ + ~-~ cos 0, (15) 
dx dy ~tt (vo, i0) = ~-  cos 0 cos 05 + -~ cos 0 sin 05 sin 0, (16) 
dx dy 
(Vo, i¢) = - -~  sin 05 + -~ cos ¢. (17) 
2.3. The Lagrangian Function 
The Lagrangian function [9], for the motion of the disk-translational joint-moving rod (DTJ- 
MR) system, is given by 
c = % + :rp + %r  - v, ( is)  
where  
is the kinetic energy of the disk, 
7.  = ~_rm cos 2 0 + p2 + + 
is the klnetm energy of the translational joint, 
TpT = -~Iprl cos 2 0 + ~IpT2 + 0 + (21) 
is the kinetic energy of the translational rod PT, 
}2 = (rod +mp 4- mpT)ga sin 0 + mpTgr l cos 0, (22) 
is the potential energy of the system. 
In the sequel, the followmg notations will be used. mD denotes the dmk's mass, mp denotes 
translational joint mass, and rapt denotes the mass of the moving rod; ID1 denotes the moment 
of inertia of the disk about i, ID2 denotes the moment of inertia of the disk about j, and IDa 
denotes the moment of inertia of the disk about k, ID1 = ID2; Ip1 denotes the moment of inertia 
of the translational joint (T J) about k, Ip2 denotes the moment of inertia of the TJ  about io, 
and Ip3 denotes the moment of inertia of the TJ  about i¢, Ip2 = IPS; IPT1 denotes the moment 
of inertia of the moving rod (MR) about k, IpT2 denotes the moment of inema of MR about io, 
and IpT3 denotes the moment of inertia of MR about i¢, IPT2 = IPT3; and a denotes the radius 
of the disk. 
2.4. Nonho lonomic  Const ra ints  
In this work, it is assumed that the motion of the disk on the plane involves roiling without 
shpping. This leads to the conditions (see, for example, [1]), 
dO de d¢ ] dx 
a -~ sin 0 cos ¢ + -~- cos 0 sin ¢ + ~ sin ¢ - -~ = 0, 
a sin 0 sin ¢ - ~-  cos 0 cos ¢ - -~- cos ¢ - -~ = 0, 
dO dz 
a~ cos 0 - ~ = O. 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
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Equations (23)-(25) constitute nonholonomic onstraints. Let 
q = (x,y,z,O,~,~b, rl)T , dx dy dz dO de de drl) T 
P= --~' dt '  dt '  dt '  dr' dr'  ~ ' 
where q denotes the vector of generalized coordinates of the motion dealt with here. Define 
A = 
- 1 0 0 a sin 0 cos ¢ a cos 0 sin ¢ a sin ¢ 0 '~ 
0 -1  0 as in0s in¢  -acos0cos¢  -acos¢  00),  
0 0 -1  a cos 0 0 0 
(26) 
and note that rankA = 3. Then, equations (23)-(25) can be written as 
Ap  = 03, O3 = (0, 0, 0) T, 
and the constraints forces r (c°nst), induced by (23)-(25) are given by (see, for example, [10]) 
r (c°nst) = ATA, r (c°nst) E ~}~7, A = (hl, AS, A3) T, 
where A,, i = 1, 2, 3, are Lagrange like multipliers. Hence, 
F(const) p (const) 1~ (const) 1 : -A1, -2 = -A2, -a  = -A3,  (29) 
F(const )  = a ( )~ 1 sin 0 cos ¢ + A2 sin 0 sin ¢ + Aa cos 0), (30) 4 
F(const) 0(A1 sin ¢ -- A2 cos ¢), ~6 5 = a cos p¢const) = a( l s in ¢ - As cos ¢) ,  (31) 
F(const) 
= o. (32) 
2.5. The  Lagrange  Equat ions  
Thus, the Lagrange equations, for the case of nonholonomic onstraints, [9] or [10], turn out 
here to be 
d-t - Oq--~ = F, +F~ , z = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,  (33) 
where F,, z = 1 , . . . ,  7 are the apphed torques; F, = 0, z = 1, 2, 3, 4; F5 = F 4, the directional 
torque; F6 = F e, the pedalling torque; F7 = F n, the force acting on the moving rod PT. 
Equations (33), for z = 1, 2, 3, reduce to 
d-t - Oq---~ = -A~, z = 1, 2, 3. (34) 
Hence, equations (34) imply 
d2x d20 
A1 = -mo dt ~ dt 2 rapT?" ] cos 0 COS ¢ 
d2¢ d2rl 
-]- ~ mpTrl sin a sin ¢ - ~ rapt  sin 0 cos ~ - rapt  hi, 
d2y d20 
)~2 = - too  dt 2 dt2 mpTVcosOsin~ 
d2¢ d2/] 
- dt 2 mpT~'] sin 0 cos ~b - -~mPT sin 0 sin ~b - mpTh2, 
dZz d20 . d2rl 
/~3 =" --too ~ -I- -~mpTr l  s in  0 - -  -~mpT cos  0 - -  mpTh3, 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
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where h~, ~ : 1, 2, 3, are functmns ofq and p, and mo = roD, J - raP+raPT  • Thus, by differentiating 
both sides of equations (23)-(25) with respect o t, the following equations are obtained, 
d2x : a [ d20 d2¢ ~d2~b ] (38) 
dt 2 [ dt 2 sin 0 cos ¢ + -~y cos 0 sin ¢ + sin q~ + gl, 
db [d~O d~¢ cosOoos¢ - d~¢ oos¢] + g~, (30) dt 2 = a L~- ff sin 0 sin ¢ - ~ 
d2z d20 (40) 
dt 2 - a-~$ cos 0 + g3. 
In equations (38)-(40), g~, ~ = 1, 2, 3, are functions of Q and Q, where Q = (0, ¢, ~b) -r. By using 
equations (30) and (35)-(40) one obtains the following equations, 
r(const) 4 
5 
r(const) 6 
y~(const) 
~--- ~0 
= a(A1 sin 0 cos ¢ + 12 sin 0 sin ¢ + A3 cos O) (41) 
2 d20 d2~; 
= -moa -~ - mpTa-~ J- H1, 
~--. y,(const ) 
: a cos  O(A1 s in  (~ - A2 cos ¢)  (42) 
m a 2 d2¢ 2 d2¢ d2¢ : -  0 -d~eos2 0-- mo a " -~c°sO + mpTa-d--~le°sOsinO J- H2' 
y~(const) ~--- J .¢  
= a(A1 sin ¢ -- A2 cos ¢) (43) 
2d2¢ ~ 2d2¢ d2¢ • 
= -moa ~ cos v - moa ~ + mpTa-d-~r; sm v +/-/3, 
T~(const) ]~(const) . ~(const) where ~e , ~¢ ,ana ~¢ are the (generalized) constraint forces. 
Also, in the derivation of (41)-(43), the following relations, which are obtained from (38)-(40), 
have been used 
d2y . ~ d2z d20 
d2x smOcos¢ + ~-~ sm~sin¢ + ~ cosO = a-~ + G1, (44) 
dt 2 
d Xsm + d Ycos = (45) - dt ---~ 7 -a  \ dt 2 cos 0 + dt 2 j + G~, 
d2z d2y d2z (46) 
dt---y cos 0 cos ¢ + ~%- cos 0 sm¢ - ~-~ sin 0 = G3 
The functions H,, G,, ~ = t, 2, 3, are functions of q and p. Since these functions and also g,, 
= 1, 2, 3,(see equations (38)-(40)), are not used in the sequel, their mathematical expressions 
are not given here. 
By applying equations (33) for z = 4, 5, 6, and using equations (41)-(43) respectively, the 
following equations are obtained, 
I d20 d271 0£ (47) 
44(~/)-d- ~ + mpTa dt 2 00 + h41 = O, 
(I~1(~) sin 2 o + h~ cos 2 o - 2.~pra~ sin 0 cos O) d2¢ dt 2 (48) 
d2¢ 0£ 
+ ((ID3 +mo a2) cos O -- mpya,  sin 0) dt 2 0¢ + h51 = F¢, 
((ID3 J- mo a 2) cos 0 -- rapt  a ~ sin 0) d2¢ d2¢ J- (ID3 -~ mO a 2) ~ 4- h61 : l~b, (49) 
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where 
I44(r]) = ID1 q- Ip2 -4- ,[PT2 + mpTr] 2 4- rno a2, (50) 
• r51 (r]) = ID1 4- Ip2 + fPT2 4- rapT ?12, 152 = ID3 4- Ip1 4- IPT1 4- mo a 2 (51) 
Equations (33), for z = 7, yield 
d2 ~1 d2 0 
mpr-~f f  + mpTa dt 2 
0£ 
+ h71 = I" v. (52) 
0V 
The functions h~l, i = 4, 5, 6, 7, are functions of q and p. Smce these functions are not used in 
Du  
or, in matrix notation, 
the sequel, their mathematical expressions are not given here 
Equation (52) implies 
d2r] d20 0£ 
mpT-~ = --mpTa~-~ + ~- h71 + Fn. 
Inserting equation (53) into (47) yields 
2. d20 
(I44(rl) -- mpTa ) -~ 4- F1 = -aF ,  
Hence, equations (54) and (48),(49)imply 
D22 D23 + F2 
D23 D33 / F3 
where 
/ -aFn ) 
--[ yo, 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
3. INVERSE DYNAMICS CONTROL 
In this section, a procedure is described for the derivation of control aws for F 
First, by introducing the following control aw, 
r = D (q~) u + F (% p),  (61) 
where q' = (0,V) and u = (ul,u2,u3) T, then, for cases for which det D(q') > 0, for all relevant 
values of q', equations (56) and (61) imply 
d20 d2¢ d2¢ 
dt 2 = ul, dt 2 ~-  U2, dt 2 - -  U 3 .  (62) 
Dn (r]) =/44(?']) - fr~,pT a2, (57) 
D22(r]) = I51 (r]) sin 2 0 +/52 cos 2 0 - 2rnpTar] sin 0 cos 0, (58) 
D23(T]) = (ID3 -4- moa 2) cos 0 -- mpTa v sin 0, D33 = IDa + moa 2, (59) 
r = ( -a  G ,  r~, re)  T (60) 
The functions F~, z = 1, 2, 3, are functions of q and p. Since these functions, are not used in the 
sequel, their mathematical expressions are not given here. 
For a class of parameters, ome of them given in the Appendix, it was found, by computing 
detD, that there exists a number Do > 0, such that det D(0,r]) > Do, for all relevant values of 
(0, r]), (see the Appendix). 
Dd2Q -~-  + F = r ,  q = (0, ¢, ~)r ,  (s6) 
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Second, choose the following law for ul, 
Ul = --kl -~ -- k2 O -- , (63) 
where k, > 0 , ~ = 1, 2 are chosen such that the polynomial, 
f2(8) = S 2 ~-k18-4- ~2, (64) 
has its roots in the left-hand side of the s-plane. Thus, 
Tr dkO(t) 
0(t) ~ -~ and dt---- W-~O,  ast  ~o% k=l ,2 .  (65) 
Denote by rc ,  the point of contact between the disk and the plane, then 
rc  = ro  + ale, (66) 
where ro denotes the center of mass of the disk, and rc  = xcI + Yc J.  Hence, as follows from 
equations (23)-(25) and the definition of ie, the following equations are obtained, 
where 
dxc d~b dye d~b 
dt = a-~s in¢ ,  dt = -a -~-cos¢ .  (67) 
Third, equations (67) imply 
:a  
dt 3 YC \ - cos ¢ 
~c°s¢  / (ag~l~ 
~t sinCJ (~32)+\agc2/ ' 
(68) 
-~ \ dt ] sin ¢, (69) 
9c2 = 2u3 sin ¢ + -~- -~- cos ¢. (70) 
Note that, as follows from (62), u2 = ~ and ~ = -~.d30 Denote 
(s in¢ ¢.cos~ 
A= -cos¢  Cs in¢] '  
(71) 
_ dO and note that det A -- ~i-' 
By introducing an auxiliary control law of the form, 
(U3}u2 =a- lA - l (  vl-agcl}v2 ag~2 ' (72) 
dO = 0, equations (68) and (72) yield which is valid m any domain of (q, p) that excludes -~- 
d3xc d3yo 
dt 3 - vl, dt 3 - v2. (73) 
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3.1. Tracking Control 
Let {(xD(t), yD(t)), t >_ 0} be a representation f a given smooth ground reference trajectory. 
In this work, the functions vl and v2 are chosen to be in the following form, 
d3xD 
V 1 ~-- V~ track) ~ dt 3 
d3yD 
v 2 ---- v~ track) _ dt a 
- Yl \ dt 2 -~ff - 72 \ dt dt J - 73(xc - XD), (74) 
7~ \ -~ -~ ) -7~ \ -~ -~ ) -7~(~c- ~v), (75) 
where %, ~ = 1, 2, 3 are chosen in such a manner that the polynomial, 
f3(s) =s3+71 s2+72s+73, (76) 
has all ~ts roots in the left-hand side of the s-plane. In thin case, ~t follows from (73)-(75) that 
dkxc(t)  dkxD(t) 
dt k dt k --, 0, as t ~ 0% k = 0, 1, 2, 3, (77) 
dkyc(t) dkyD(t) ---+0 ast~oc ,  k=0,1 ,2 ,3 ,  (78) 
dt k dt k 
that is, (xc(t) ,  yc(t)) converges smoothly, in the sense of (77),(78), as t --~ ec, to (XD (t), YD (t)). 
, (track) (track) \Thus, by inserting iv1 ,v 2 ) in (72), the equations for the corresponding functions 
(u2, g3) are obtained, that is, 
(U3)  (~3 (track)) a - i t -1  ( (track)~ _agc l )  
~- (track) ~- V_track) : 
u2 u 2 v 2 a9c2 
(79) 
and, by using equations (62), (63), (73)-(75), and (79), the following equations are obtained, 
d20 = -k ldO - k2 0 -  -~ 
dr2 
d2¢ - -  V{ track) COS q$-t-V~ track) sinq$ -- za--d-~5--~- ] a 
d3~) :a-1 [v~track) sin+_v~track)cosg~_a~t (d¢'~21 
dr3 \dr / ] '  
(80) 
(81) 
(82) 
(track) where v~ , ~ -- 1, 2, are given by (74) and (75), respectively, and 
daxc daxD 
dt 3 dt 3 
d3yc _ d3yD 
dt 3 dt 3 
(e2xc (exc 
71 \ dt 2 dt 2 ] -72 \  dt 
71 \ -~ff -~ff ,] -72 \ dt 
dx ) 
dt - 73(xc - XD), (83) 
dyDdt ) - 73(Y6 - YD). (84) 
Equations (80)-(84) constitute the kinematical model of the motion of the disk in any domain 
that excludes ~ = 0. 
3.2. The Dynamical Model 
From equations (52), (55), and (62), it follows that 
d2T] 0/2 
mpT-~-~ + (mpTa + a- lDl l ( r l ) )u l  - -~  + h71(q,p) + a-iF1 = 0, (85) 
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dO ( 7r) 
Ul .~- --kl-" ~ -- k 2 O-- -~ . 
In addit ion, one has equations (23) - (25) ,  that is, 
d--~ = a sin 8 cos ¢ + cos 0 sin ¢ + sin ¢ , 
dy [ dO de d e ]  
d--/ = a ~-~ sin 0 sin ¢ - -~  cos 0 cos ¢ - -~- cos ¢ , 
dz dO 
d-t = a -~ cos 0. 
(86) 
(87) 
(88) 
Thus, after solving numerically equations (80)-(88) (also, using (74),(75)), the vectors q and p 
are obtained. Then, by using equations (62) the functions ul, u2, and u3 are also obtained. 
Consequently, equation (61) is used to obtain F. 
4.  CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
In this work, a stabilization and tracking problem is dealt with concerning the motion of a 
disk-translational joint-moving rod system as described above. First, it is shown that the force 
applied on the moving rod induces a "tilting moment" on the disk's motion. Then, by using a 
kind of inverse dynamics control, a procedure is proposed for the design of a torque to be applied 
to the pedalling mechanism, a torque to be applied to the "directional" mechanism, and a force 
to be applied to the moving rod, such that the disk's motion will be stabilized (the disk's plane 
will be vemcal to the horizontal plane), while simultaneously controlling its speed and direction 
in such a manner that the point of contact between the disk and the horizontal plane will be able 
asymptotically to track any given smooth ground trajectory. 
5. APPENDIX  
In this section, the values of Do, and Du, where Du >_ D(q')  > Do for all relevant values of 
q' = (0, 7), will be given for the following sets of parameters for which a = 0.6m, 8 ~ [7r/4, 3~r/4] 
in all the sets. Thus, the domain of q' is given by 
{, [47] } domain of q' = O, : 0 c , , - Lo + Lp . (89) 
Table 1 The values of Do and Du for a variety of parameters. 
Do Du 
151 62O233 
163.062598 
187 41773 
75 2695842 
82 48052 
136.263321 
128 160829 
20.9035467 
4.36725863 
0.854901959 
0.0615020473 
0 0497367165 
mD 
476.288319 20 
702.499335 20 
1249 41271 20 
259 672067 15. 
406.880472 15 
390.934392 20. 
306 574133 20 
49.6690736 10 
11.7007557 5 
2.85828314 2 
0.290036633 i. 
0 135183345 1 
m p rapT 
4 1 
4. 2. 
4. 4 
4 1. 
4 2 
4. 2 
4 2. 
4 1. 
4. 1. 
4 1. 
1 1. 
1. 1 
Lp Lo 
05 0.5 
0.5 05 
0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 
05 0.5 
0.3 0.3 
0.2 0.2 
0.2 02 
0.2 02 
0.2 02 
0.2 0.2 
0.1 O1 
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